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. CONTROLLED COMPOSITION OUTSIDE THE ENGUSH CLASS 

Grover Hudson 

A long-standing 18s~e In English language teaching is going to reapp,ear and 
be re-examined next Easter here in Ethiopia. The English language section of the 
Ethiopian School Leaving Certificate Examination Will, hopefully, be almost totally 
objective for the first time in .hIstory. A controlled composition will be set. Many 
of the examinations In other subjects, however, will continue to have essay'type 
questions, Students will find themselves having to write free English prose In, . 
say, their chemistry examination, but not In their English examination. The English 
examiners claim, of course, that by careful writing of objectl-.:e questions they 
(lan test nearly all aspects of English language use, and make their new objective 
examination a better test of general achievement in English than ever before1 

Almost everybody else will strongly object. It will be charged that the English 
examiners have failed their responsibility, How can students be expected to write 
resC:1able and expressive prose on their history and science exams if even the _ 
English exam doesn't require It of them? How, the English ex.amlners will ask, 
can the history 'examiners mark fairly those reams and reams of history papers -
where mistakes In history can't be separated from mistakes in E~lIsh 9r~r 
and vocabulary, not to mention spelling and handwriting? But if student writing Is · 
so bad, ;the non-English examiners will question, shouldn't something be ~ne 
about It? And is taking free writing ,from the English examination a good first 
step? ' , 

The oplni()n of the English examiners is that the new English exam wHi be 
not only more objective than ever before, but It will also be more efficIently, 

, quickly and cheaply marked tMn before. and will test a broader range of EnglJstr 
ability. Whether It will be able to tes~ aSl the aspects of English use that should 
be tested on a school leaving examination - specifically, composition skills -
is another question which will not be di·scussed here. I, tor one. think it will in 
every way be a more thorough test than ever before. But It might ,be of use 

.' 

to briefly summarize the arguments of the English language examiners as they 
go about objectlvlzlng their exalTlinatlon, The English teacher is conqarned prl· 
marily with the need for control. He believes that the language student should J 

not be put into the position of ' making 'and therefore practicing mistakes. If any
thing were proved by It, he could happily make an exception to this postulate 
for the examInation situation. But experience in Ethiopia has taught him that 
nothing is. More than half of the compositions from last year's English ESlC's 
were fallutes. Previous years were no different. The point Is not that twelfth 
grade students should not be able to write compositions, or that we should give 
up on teach'ln'g compOSition. Rather, the simple truth Is that too many students 
simply can't write compositions, and 15 years of compositions in the ESlC haven't 
helped any. Certainly. the idea is that gradual decontrol In "he writing situations 

-
1. Harold Madsen's article, "English language Testing In Ethiopia : The ESLC Examination," In the 

pcevlous Issue of the Ethiopian Journal of Education (June 1967) Is the best summary of this 
Issues 8S It reat!!s to Ethiopia, 
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EDUCATIONAL PLANNING 

In recent years educational planning has assumed a f irst importance, parti
cularly in developing countries. To many who have been concerned for a number 
of years in educational administration, there is sometimes puzzlement and 
wonder that what used to be done almost as a matter of course /s being raised' 
into a high speclailty, n9t unlike a university discipline. It is true that a mystique 
Is attaching itself to educational planning. and this is unnecessary. The old methods 
of foresight and common sense are still the bases of educational planning; if It 
has enlarged itself. it because all countries have come to understand that the 
planning of education Is not an isolated exercise. but an integr~1 part ot the plan
ned economic nd social system of a country. In other words, the kind of educa
tion and the amount of education are matters which the government of a country 
has to decide. The educational planner will have two duties; first to see that all 
the facts are known to the igovernment before decisions are made; second. to 
draw up a plan which Implements these decisions. In practice. the educational 
planner. having Informed himself concerning the trends of the economy. and con
ce'rning the broad intentions of the government. will submit a draft plan, containing 
all relevant facts and suggestions; gov~nment decisions are usually based on 
such plans as are submitted to it. In theory: plans come after deCisions. In prac 
tice, deciSions cannot be made until a draft plan has been submitted . 

. 
It was said that educational planning is pratlcularly important In developing 

countrl~s. The reasons for this are: (a) developing countries are In a hurry, and 
cannot permit anything irrelevant; (b) there are usually difficulties of finance 
and staff. These latter are limiting factors which Impose a detailed preCision on 
the planner. He Is bound by the financial and human resources available to him. 
These limitatlons are hard taskmasters. The financial limitation is an obvious one. 
The limitation In human resources is not so straightforward, and for this reason 
is often the target for well-meaning solutions which usually rebound on the eco
nomy. Thus. it Is not unusual in some countries to employ teachers at levels well 
above those at which they can effectively taach. In most development plans, 
some dilution of skills will have to be aqcepted; but there is a limit to this. 
Below that limit. standards drop so alarmi'ngly tha~ the facilities which are pro
vided "become worthless and result only in a throwing away of public money.' 
DHution may be "accepted up to a point, but if it goes beyond th~t point, the , 
drop in quaHty will be serious and will negative the intentions of the plan. ' 

-To illustrate the need tor careful educatronal planning in developing countries. 
we may consider secondary education. There are countries whIch are sufficiently 
developed to be able to afford universal secondary education. When universal 
second{lry education is provided, it changes Its character, in some respects; the 
word "secondary" more and more comes to refer to the time when primary educa· 
tion has been completlildi it refers less and less to what the word "secondary" 
means In less developed countries. where It is offered to a comparative few. 
In these latter circumstances. secondary educatibn is highly selective; It Is a 
preparation for university and specialized schools; and because of the serious 
need for a developing economy. it is usually carefully controlled to prepare young 
men and women for the kinds of work which the country needs In order to go 
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ahead. The poorer a country Is, the more need there is to ' select, control and 
guide. This does not mean that students have to be directed to a pa~icular kind 
of employment. But it does mean that the number o'f places In particular kinds 
of schools has to be carefully considered and decided on in relation to the targets 
and rates of growth of the national economy. Countries which have neglected 
to guide their second and third levels of education in this way have found them-

. selves with hundreds of unemployed lawyers and no engineers. to give a rather 
well-known example. 

The frequent shortage of financial and human resources has been mentioned. 
There are two other difficulties which confront the educational planner. The first 
concerns the time factor, and the second Is the distortion which may arise when 
and educational syste~ is forced. like a hot-house plant, away from its natural 
growth. The time factor is one which imposes itself. If you want, for example, 
to 'increase the number of children being taught In Grades 5 and 6. you have to 
train more teachers. These teachers will (let us suppose) have completed Grade 
10. and undergone two yeats' professional training. 'To meet an expandIng enrol
ment In Grades 5 and 6, you may have to start putting future teachers Into 
Grade 7. In six years they will be ready to teach the increase in Grades 5 and 6. 
Also, the extra pupils in Grades 7 to 10 will need new teachers. and so on. In 
theory. years might pass merely preparing for expansion. In fact. popular pressure 
and government deciSion will force the situation to be met by various expedients; 
but eveo so, large increases in enrolment cannot be achieved overnight. The 
educational planner must reconcile himself to the need for time, if large expansion 
is to be achieved with no marked drop in efficiency. For this reason plans usually 
cover tour or five years; and each plan Is only a rung on a long and difficult 
ladder. . 

. Distortion arises when some, section of the education system is expanded 
in preference to a general expansion. Education should be like a tree, whose 
leaves ,increase as the boughs grow longer, as the trunk Increases, and as the 
roots swell and go deeper. The planner frequently has to dIstort the system from 
its natural growth, but he should remember the need to re-shape it later. Examples 
of distortIon are: the training for, and the absorption by, a particular section of 
the economy. at the expense of other outlets; concentration on some types of 
education, to meet special demands; neglect of some subjects, through shortage 
of money and appropriate staff;. 

A dIfficulty in developing countries is the lack of accurate statistics. In 
Ethiopia this Is being overcome, but "intelligent guessing" otten has to be used. 
It Is doubtful whether anyone can say with absolute accuracy what th~ elementary • 
school age population will be in five years' time. There are too few'\ certainties. 
and too many Imponderables. ~ 

A further frequent difficulty in developing countries is a rapidly Increasing 
population. For example. in Ethiopia, the elementary school-age population (I.e. 
those aged 7 to 13) will increase from its present probable figure of 3,500,000 
to a probable figure of 4,000.000 by 1973. In other words, you have to make 
conSiderable efforts even to maintain enrolment percel'\tages. Like Alice, you have 
to run as fast as you can, just to stay In the same place. 

We have touched on some of the difficulties which face the educational 
planner In developing countries. It is time to consldeT the reasons why educational 
planners are necessary. and what situation they are called on to deal with. As 
was remarked before, developing countries are short of two' thIngs, time and 
money. In other words, they need to use resources to obtain results as soon as 
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In the provinces and districts, It Is also desirable that the peopl~ SIS a whole 
should know what the government plans to do. ., 

Ethiopia has now carried through two five-year plans; the third five-year plan 
has been drafted, and will shortly be considered by Government, The Ministry of 
Education submitted Its proposals, which wfll become, with such modifications 
as are decided on, an Important part of the integrated Third Five-Year Plan for 
Ethiopia, · 

. It is fully understood that only the Government can decide on the final plan, 
but It will be of interest to examine, in general terms, the proposals made by the 
MinIstry of Education: The Ministry was, like all others, conscious of the financial 
difficulties. All ministries would like to have more money, in every country of 
the world. But if you had all the money you wanted, for everything you thought 
desirable, you wouldn't need to do any planning. like most ministries, In most 
countries, the Mlnlstr/ of Education has to pursue, not the desirable, but the 
possible. The aim of planning Is to make the possible as effective as you can. 

prlnc%II!S~ese criteria In Imind, It was decided to base the plan upon four main 

(a) ' expansion, to the extent that could be afforded and carried tbrough; 

(b) improvement of. existing facilities; 

(c) re-inforcement of the formal system of education by literacy campaigns, 
and by the use of mass media; 

(d) strengthening of administration and personnel management. 

The simple word "expansion", used in (a) above, may be used as an example 
of what Is really entailed in educational planning. To double the number of chilaren 
in elementary schools requires the following: 

(i) New buildings: and decisions on their siting. 

(iil More teachers: therefore, new training institutes; therefore, more staff . 
for training Institutes. 

(III) More books; therefore arranging for printing and distribution. 

(iv) More money, of course: for salaries and equipment_ 

(v) Decisions on the percentage to go forward to secondary ~ducatlon, and 
how they are to be selected. . ; l 

It may be mentioned, in passing: that the opportunity was taken, when these 
decisions were being made, to initiate changes In the whole elementary school 
curriculum, to make it more enVironmental, based on the predolTf1oantly rural 
character of the country; in short to "Ethlopianize" It. 

At elementary level, the Intended expansion. in government schools, will be 
100% by the end of the five-year perlo<!. In addition, there will be a smaller ex· 
pansion In non·government schools. However, there are a number of Inequalities 
in the system, between awraja and awraja. and between urban and rural areas . . 
The detailed plan of distribution of new facilities has been designed to "iron-out" 
these' inequalities, as far as possible. There Is also an Inequality 'in enrolment, 
more especially In the higher classes, between boys and girls_ The plan contains 
provISion for tl)6 encouragement of girls to remain at school. 
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These are mainly quantitative measures. The Ministry of Education has been 
extremely c~>ncerned to raIse the quality of instruction, and has made a number 
of proposals with this end In view. They Include: the provision of funds'for school 
equipment. the proper distribution of equipment, the Increasing competence of 
the teaching strength, the use of mass media, the building-up of an efficient super
visory serVice, the introduction of an environmental curriculum. It Is felt that the 
combination of all the~e measures is the surest way of Improving the quality of 
instruction. They are not separate methods; all interact, and are effective one 
upon another. . • . 

In order to provide the extra teachers that will be necessary, It Is proposed 
to Increase the ·output ~f existing teacher-training Institutes, and to open two· 
new ones. 

In this paper, it is not possible to go into all the detailed work that has 
to be carried out. In order" to prepare and cost the plan; but the following table. 
which indicates the requirement of elementary teachers during ' the period of the 
five-year plan, is an example .of . the kind of -detailed work that has to be done 
for every aspect and at every level. 

Requirement of Elementary School Teacher. 

-~- ----------- -------- ._-
Year 
(Ethiopian Calendar) 

1959 . , . 
By beginning of 1960 

1960 , 
By beginning of 1961 
1961 
By beginning of 196~ 
1962 
By beginning of 1963 
1963 
By beginning of 1964 
1964 
By beginning of 1965 
1965 

Total Teachers 
Needed In Year 

7,000 

8,000 

9,142 

10,286 
I 

11,702 

13,554 

16,oob 

New Teachers to be 
. produced for beginning 

of new year. 

1,000 

1.142 

1,144 

1,416 

1,852 

, , 
--- - 1-'·· -~-

It is Intended that the measures to be adopted will not only Increase numbers, 
but will also improve retention rates. which are' not good at the moment, Money 
spent on children who do not finish the course is money wasted. One effect will 
be to bring more children up to the Grade 6 level. This is good in itself, but It 
will also Influence secondary education, in that there will be a larger number 
of children from whom selection can be made for grade 7. Thi~ is therefore a 
convenrent point to consider secondary edu«ation. 

Plans for secondary education include the following: an 'increase of over 100% 
at the junior secondary level; this increase will entail the cons.,truction of an addi
tional 88 units of building (about 400 places in each unit), properly distributed 
to eliminate existing Inequalities. The Increased output from Grade 8 will provide 
enough material for ttie demands of a larger senior secondary system, and will 
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meet the needs of more technical education, of inQJJstry, of specialized schools, 
and of a possible need for teachers with this qualification. At senior secondary 
level the number of places will increase by 50% durj~ the period of the plan. 
The Increase in Grade 12 enrolment is particularly desirable to provide a better 
base for the University to build on, and to provide entrants for junior colleges. 
and for commerce. In technical and vocational education, courses will be divers
Ified. and enrolment will increase by 150 % . This increase has been largely guided 
by the ministries concerned with economic development. In these proposals for 
secondary education, as for elementary education. detaJls have had to be worked 
out with care . In particular, the supply of teachers for secondary education has 
been difficult to plan for; and in thIs area of education, the number of available 
teachers has been a limiting factor. Plans have also been made to Increase the 
number of girls in secondary schools, and to raise the 'quallty of instruction. 

These examples are perhaps sufficient to show how educational planning , 
has been applied to the special position of Ethiopia, There are many facets which 
could be added; but it Is not the Intention of this article to describe the plah In 
detail, only to use part of the plan to illustrate the practice of educational plan
ning. We may, however, rpention that the plan contains a number of administra
tive measures designed to increase the efficiency of the educational system; 
and prov,islon has also been made for the expansion of cultural facilities, such 8S 
museums. It was said before that your real educational planner is no soul-less 
producer of efficient automatons. On the contrary, he always tries to remember 
that the figures in his tables really represent a child at this desk, or a peasant 
painfully ~earning to be literate, Anything less than the human approach will ta~e 
all meaning out of a plan, and render It a failure. ' . . 

The object of this short paper has not been to explain the new ptan in 
detal,l; In any case, It, is still a matter for Government deciSion. What has been ' 
attempted is an explanation of why educational plannlna is necessary. the diffi
culties it faces, and how plans are put together. What is. not obvious is the great 
amount of ,diSCUSSion and consultation which Is necessary at all levels. Here again 
it is seen that 'the educational planner cannot be a mystic In an ivory tower. He 
will be a very practical man; but he must also be something of an idealist. 
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